1 OVERVIEW
The 2003 Game - **Stack Attack** - is played on a 54-foot long by 24-foot wide playing field. A 2-foot high platform that is 4-feet wide by 12-feet long is located across the center of the field. The platform is accessed from each of its long sides by ramps that are 8 feet long. Two alliances of two teams each compete in each match. Each team consists of a human player, two driver/operators, and a coach. A match consists of a 10-second Human Player Period, a 15-second Autonomous Control Period, and a 1 minute and 45 second Remote Control Period.

The object of the game is to acquire and stack plastic storage containers that are initially located on the platform or placed on the playing field by human players. Each alliance must place containers in a scoring zone on its own side of the field to score points. The total number of points earned depends on the count of containers located in each alliance’s scoring zone multiplied by the number of containers in their highest stack. Additional points are awarded for any robot that is positioned on the top of the platform at the end of the match.

2 SAFETY
Personal safety is of primary importance during all FIRST Robotics Competitions. Because FIRST hosts events that involve robots that depend on electrical equipment, stored mechanical energy, moving mechanical parts, and other safety hazards, **Safety will not be compromised**. Please use common sense and be safe! Safety rules will be strictly enforced.

3 THE PLAYING FIELD
The playing field, as it will appear at the competitions, is described in the 2003 FIRST Field Layout drawing. The exact dimensions of the playing field and game components may differ slightly from competition to competition.

The playing field is bounded on its long sides by a 20-inch high aluminum pipe guardrail. The guardrail system is fastened to the field carpet with “Velcro” fasteners. Both ends of the field consist of a 3-foot high, 3/16” thick aluminum diamond plate wall topped by a 4-foot high, 3/8 “ thick transparent acrylic safety shield, for a total wall height of about 7 feet. The driver stations are located behind these end walls.

The middle of the playing field contains the Platform, Ramps, and Starting Alleys. The alleys at the sides of the platform are divided at midfield by a pipe barrier whose top is 1 foot 4 inches above the floor. A 12-foot wide Scoring Zone extends from the base of the ramps toward the Driver Stations. The area between the scoring zone and the drivers stations is a “No Scoring” Zone. The alleys at the side of the platform and ramps are also no scoring zones.

The playing field and its components have a number of different surfaces:

- The playing field has a three-color carpeted surface of red, gray, and blue. See **Section 10.1** for carpet specifications.
- The ramps are surfaces with open 1” by 1” welded wire mesh. See **Section 10.2** for wire mesh specifications.
- The top of the ramp has a smooth, High Density Polyethylene (HDPE) surface ½” thick: See **Section 10.3** for HDPE specifications.

There are 2” wide white lines on the playing field that can be used by robot tracking systems. See **Section 10.4** for specifications.

Teams that chose to build their own playing field might want to consider building some or all of it from wood instead of from welded metal.
4 THE PLATFORM AND RAMPS
The platform and its ramps, as they will appear at the competitions, are shown in the 2003 FIRST Field Layout drawing.
The 4-foot wide by 12-foot long by 2-foot high game platform is located across the center of the playing field. The horizontal surface of the platform is High Density Polyethylene (HDPE). Both platform approach ramps are 8 feet long by 12 feet wide (three 4’ x 8’ sections). They are sloped approximately 14 degrees from horizontal and are surfaced with open 1” by 1” welded wire steel mesh. The top wires of the steel mesh will be oriented so that they will run parallel to the 12-foot dimension of the top platform. The approach ramps and ramp platform have a 2-foot-high, ¼” thick, transparent polycarbonate wall along their outside edges. These walls extend down to the surface of the playing field.

5 THE DRIVER STATIONS
See the 2003 FIRST Field Layout drawing for Driver Station details.
Each field end has two alliance boxes delineated by floor tape. Each alliance box has two driver stations. Each alliance will set-up at a driver station location as assigned by the scoring system. Competing alliances will be placed at diagonally opposite ends of the playing field.
The driver stations have 12-inch deep shelves located 3 feet above the floor where each team’s robot control system may be placed. Teams must bring their own control systems, including radios, to the field. Each driver station will have a 15-pin male cable to provide power and control signal to the Operator Interface (OI) of each team’s control system. These are to be plugged into the “Competition” port of the OI. No power outlets will be available at the driver stations.

6 THE CONTAINERS
Sterilite Corporation (www.sterilite.com), Townsend, MA, manufactures the plastic storage containers used in this game. The game containers are 73-quart capacity, model 1730, and their color is Glacier (blue). They are approximately 24-1/4” long x 17-1/4” wide x 15-3/4” high.
The tops of the containers will be fastened securely to the container bodies with plastic pop-rivets. Retro-reflective tape will be applied to the human-player handled containers only.
Containers are readily available for purchase at stores such as Walmart, Target, and others. Sterilite will also sell to teams through their distributor but the minimum order amount is $ 250 USD. See The Robot Section of the manual for a list of suppliers that will sell to teams and specific ordering information.

7 THE GAME
The object of the game is for each of the alliances to score points by acquiring and stacking plastic storage containers in their own end of the playing field. Additional points are awarded to alliances whose robots are positioned on the platform at the end of each match. The Rules of the Game may be found in Section 9.
Prior to participating in any match, each teams robot must pass technical inspection and be within the prescribed weight and dimension limits stated in The Robot Section of the manual.
For a robot to be eligible to compete, it must contain the minimum components described in Section 9.
If a robot is inoperable and unable to compete in a match, in order for that team to obtain a score, at least one member of the team must be in the team’s driver station during the match. This team member may be the human player.

7.1 Initial Setup
At the start of each match, 29 containers will be stacked in 5 tiers in a line across the top of the platform.
• The 1st (bottom), 2nd, and 3rd tiers will have 7 containers;
• The 4th tier will have 5 containers;
• The 5th (top) tier will have 3 containers.

The platform container stacks will be located approximately 3 inches apart and centered across the platform.

Robots will initially be placed within the starting areas in the alleys at the sides of the platform/ramp structure. Each alliance’s robots will start on the far side of the midfield barrier. Each alliance will have 2 human players (1 from each team) positioned outside each of the two gates at their end of the playing field. Each human player will have 4 containers stacked near him or her.

The remaining 2 players and a coach from each team must stand in their driver station.

7.2 Human Player Period (10 Seconds)

At a starting signal, all 4 human players will enter the field at the same time from separate gates at the sides of the field. They will have 10 seconds to place or stack their containers anywhere in their own Scoring Zone and exit the field. The human players will then stand on a pressure-sensitive mat located outside the playing field to positively indicate that they have cleared the field. Any team (not the alliance) whose human player is not off the playing field in 10 seconds will have their robots disabled during the 15-second autonomous period. Any team (not the alliance) whose human player is not off the field in 15 seconds will not be powered up and will not compete in that entire match.

The autonomous operation period of the game will automatically start when the last human player leaves the field and all 4 pressure sensitive mats have been activated. The human players must then join their teams in the driver stations.

7.3 Autonomous Robot Control Period (15 seconds)

As soon as the game starts, all robots will be under autonomous control (no human drivers) for a period of 15 seconds. During this time, the robots will operate and react only to sensor inputs and to commands programmed by their teams into the onboard robot control system. Operator control of the robot will not be possible during this time.

The only operator control allowed during the autonomous robot control period is activating of the Emergency Stop (E-Stop) buttons located in the driver stations, which will disable that robot’s power supply.

During the autonomous robot control period, robots may use onboard sensors to detect features of the playing field surface (e.g., the white lines or colored areas of the carpet), the containers placed in the scoring zones by the human players (which have detectable strips of retro-reflective tape on the sides of the containers), structural elements of the play field (e.g., using proximity or contact sensors to detect edges of the field or parts of the ramp structure) and/or other robots. During the autonomous robot control period, the robots may move about the field and perform any activities that would be normally permissible when operated under human control. All robot operation and safety rules applicable during the operator control period are also applicable during the autonomous robot Control period.

7.4 Operator Control Period (1 minute and 45 seconds)

Upon completion of the 15-second autonomous robot control period, the driver station controls will automatically be activated. Team members will remotely control and operate their robots for the remaining 1 minute and 45 seconds of the match. Power will be automatically shut off at the conclusion of this period.
7.5 Game Play

Robots try to acquire and stack (right-side up, upside down, on their side, etc.) as many containers as possible in their alliance’s scoring zone. The “gray carpet” alleys at the side of the platform/ramp structure and the “gray carpet” areas directly in front of each end of the playing field are “No Score” areas, i.e., not in the scoring zone. See the 2003 FIRST Field Layout drawing for exact locations and dimensions of the scoring zones and the no score areas.

7.6 Scoring

All containers within the alliance’s scoring zone will be worth one point each EXCEPT the containers in the tallest stack. The total number of one-point containers will determine the base score for the alliance. The tallest stack of containers within the scoring zone is the “multiplier stack.” Containers in the multiplier stack are worth zero points each (note that containers in other stacks of the same height are worth one point each). The total base score is then multiplied by the height in whole Stack Height Units (SHU) of the multiplier stack. A whole Stack Height Unit (15-1/4 inches) is the height of an individual container as it sits flat on its bottom. More than one stack of the same height does not affect the multiplier. Whole Stack Height Units will be measured with an Official Stack Height Measuring device. The details of this device will be released at a later date.

An additional 25 points will be awarded to each robot that is touching only the top of the platform at the end of the match.

Both teams in the losing alliance get their own alliance score in Qualifying Points (QP’s). Both teams in the winning alliance get their own score plus twice the losing alliance’s score in QP’s. A tie awards the total of the match points to both alliances in QP’s.

8 COMPETITION STRUCTURE

The competition is composed of two phases: Qualification Matches and Elimination Rounds. All matches are two minutes each plus 10 seconds for the human player time. In each match, two teams work together as an alliance against another 2-team alliance to collect and stack storage containers.

8.1 Qualification (Seeding) Matches

During the qualification matches, randomly assigned teams are partnered to form alliances. Alliances last only for the duration of a match. The qualification match schedule will be provided prior to the start of the qualification matches. Please pay attention to the progress of the matches so that your team will be ready to proceed to the field when called.

- At Regional Events, teams will be randomly allied with any other team at the event;
- At The Championship Event, each team is assigned to one of four divisions and participates only with other teams in the same division.

Teams are ranked based on an equal number of qualification matches. For ranking, the lowest match QP score is dropped and the remaining match scores are averaged. If teams must play an extra match to fill out the matches in a competition, this extra match score and their lowest score are dropped before averaging. Following the conclusion of the qualification matches, the top-ranked teams form alliances and go on to compete in the elimination rounds. See Section 9 for selection procedure for the elimination round alliances.

8.2 Elimination Rounds

Alliances formed for the Elimination Rounds stay together for the remainder of the event. Each elimination round alliance is composed of three teams. Only 2 teams play in an alliance at a time.
The third team in the 1st match must play in the 2nd match with no exceptions. Teams should consider the robustness of the robots when picking alliance partners.

- **At Regional events:** Eight (8) alliances compete in a series of elimination rounds until one alliance is declared the event champion;

- **At The Championship Event:** Thirty-two (32) alliances (8 per Division) compete in a series of elimination rounds, resulting in four Division Champion alliances and one Grand Champion alliance.

Each elimination round will be comprised of 2 matches. The elimination matches will be scored exactly like the qualifying matches except that the points will be referred to as Elimination Points (EP’s). Both teams in the losing alliance get their own alliance score in EP’s. Both teams in the winning alliance get their own score plus twice the losing alliance’s score in EP’s. A tie awards the total of the match points to both alliances in EP’s. After the two matches are completed, the alliance with the highest combined total score advances to the next round. In the event of a tied score, a third match will be played to identify the winning alliance. In the event of additional ties, more matches will be played until the winning alliance is identified.

### 9 THE RULES

#### 9.1 Safety Rules [S]

- **S1** All teams are responsible for providing their own safety glasses at each event and all team members must wear safety glasses in the alliance stations during matches (students and coaches).

- **S2** Safety glasses must be worn by everyone at all times while in the pit area.

- **S3** All team members must wear sneakers or appropriate footwear while in the pit area or competing. No bare feet, no sandals, no open-toed shoes, etc.

- **S4** The human players must wear safety glasses when they are competing to move and stack containers.

- **S5** While on the playing field, the human players must keep their feet on the ground, i.e., they cannot stand on the field border, the containers or each other.

- **S6** The human players must immediately return to their driver stations once the autonomous segment of the match begins.

- **S7** The students and coach must remain in their driver station during the match.

- **S8** Students and coaches may not reach into the playing field.

- **S9** If, at any time, the referees or the field manager determine that a robot poses a safety hazard, the robot must be modified to the head referee or field manager’s satisfaction or it will not be allowed to compete.

- **S10** The storage containers are the only projectiles that may be launched by a robot.

- **S11** Wireless/radio control mode is never allowed in the pit area(s). Robots may only be driven via the tether when not competing in a match.

- **S12** Do not tamper with the power supply, batteries, chargers, speed controllers, joysticks or any other control system component except as noted in the control system rules. Tampering could result in failure or malfunction of the control system, and lead to a safety hazard or damage to the robot.

- **S13** The 120A circuit breaker must be easily accessible.
S14 Turn off the 120A main circuit breaker while making adjustments to your robot. Since
the motors provided in the kit are quite powerful, it is important to keep all body parts
away from all robot mechanisms while your robot is connected to the battery.

S15 The battery can deliver more than 200 Amperes. Do not let the wires come into contact
with any metal surfaces. Route wires carefully to avoid damage and short circuits that
may cause serious burns, fire, and/or permanent damage to the batteries.

9.2 General Match Rules [ GM ]

GM1 The "minimum robot" that may be used in a match must contain the following
components:

- Battery;
- Robot Controller;
- Radio;
- Revolving Light;
- Associated Wiring, Circuit Breakers, and Fuse Panel;
- Team Name/Number signs.

The minimum robot must be wired such that the revolving light turns on when the
autonomous mode / operator control mode is enabled.

GM2 Referees have ultimate authority during the competition. THEIR RULINGS ARE
FINAL! The referees will not review any recorded replays.

GM3 ABSOLUTELY NO REMATCHES WILL BE AWARDED. FIRST reserves the right
to re-play a match due to obvious catastrophic failure of FIRST-provided field materials
or human error.

GM4 THERE ARE NO TIME-OUTS. The matches must progress according to schedule. If a
robot cannot report for a match, the cueing manager shall be informed and at least one
member of the team should report to the field for the match.

GM5 Special field access badges are supplied by FIRST at each event and must be worn by the
four members per team (3 “Students” and 1 "Coach") to be allowed on the playing field.
The coach’s badge will have a special designation identifying him or her as a coach. The
coach may be a team mentor, student advisor or student.

GM6 Special clothing and/or equipment will only be allowed on the playing field for those who
demonstrate a need based on a physical disability.

Setup

GM7 Teams are allowed a maximum of 1 minute to set up their robots on the playing field and
a maximum of 1 minute to remove all robot parts from the field following a match.
*Teams should practice the coordination of placing their robot onto the field before
coming to the competition.*

GM8 During the setup for matches, each team must connect their operator interface to a
specific driver station within their alliance station as designated by FIRST. Teams will
be informed during cueing as to their designated driver station location.

GM9 During the setup for each match, robots must be placed totally within their designated
starting areas. They must sit on the carpet unconstrained in the same position as when
they were in the sizing box. See The Robot Section for more detailed information.
GM10 At the start of each match, 29 containers will be stacked in a line across the top platform of the ramp structure in 5 tiers: the bottom 3 tiers will have 7 containers each; the 4th tier will have 5 containers; the 5th (top) tier will have 3 containers. See 2003 FIRST Field Layout drawing for stack configuration.

**Match Play**

GM11 During a match, four members per team (3 “Students” and 1 "Coach") are allowed in the alliance station at the end of the field. One of the students is designated as the “Human Player” and performs the human player activity as described in the rules. The students must be pre-college students from a team partner school while the coach may be an adult or student from a team partner. Coaches who happen to be pre-college students are not considered “students” with respect to rules of game play and may not engage in activities reserved for students. The students and coach from each alliance may move about within the alliance station.

GM12 During a match, the robots may be remotely operated only by the students and/or by software running in an on-board control system.

GM13 During a match, students and mentors must stand on the carpet, i.e., they may not stand on containers, the driver station shelf or any part of the field structure or on each other.

GM14 Each match lasts for two minutes plus 10 seconds for human player activity.

GM15 Contact with the containers by alliance members, other than the human players at the start of the match, is prohibited.

GM16 At a starting signal, all 4 human players will enter the field at the same time from all 4 gates at the sides of the field. They will have 10 seconds to place or stack their containers within their own scoring zone.

GM17 Human players may only travel in their own scoring zone. They are not allowed in the gray areas or on the ramps.

GM18 Human player containers must be “stacked” bottom side facing down.

GM19 Human players can only place or stack containers. They cannot throw the containers.

GM20 The human players must activate their own power-enabling pressure-sensitive mats after they exit the field. When all human players are off the playing field and all of the power-enabling pressure-sensitive mats have been activated, the robot control systems will be automatically enabled and the autonomous control period will start.

GM21 During the first 15 seconds of a match, the robots are controlled autonomously by onboard inputs and onboard-programmed control systems. Subsequent to this, robot control automatically switches to the driver control stations. Matches end when control systems are disabled by the expiration of the match time unless the match is whistled dead by the referees.

GM22 Two Emergency Stop (E-Stop) buttons are located in each alliance station, one for each team. Pressing an E-Stop button will cause the corresponding team’s robot to be disabled. Any member of a team may press the E-Stop button corresponding to their own robot. A team that has pressed its E-Stop button may release it, thus re-enabling their robot at any time prior to the end of a match. **The E-Stop buttons are intended for remote robot shut down during a match in the event of safety hazards and will not otherwise affect match scoring or duration.** The E-Stop buttons will not be used to end matches.

GM23 Any containers that leave the playing field during a match will be not be returned to the playing field until the next match.
GM24 Any container that might end up in a driver station area cannot be returned to the playing field.

GM25 Only the referees may handle or move any container on the playing field during the scoring of the match.

GM26 A damaged container may be removed from play at the referee’s discretion but only after a match has been scored.

GM27 **Robot shoving will be allowed and should be expected.** It is very common for machines to run into each other at full speed, get into shoving matches, become entangled, and to experience the resultant forces from these actions. **This should be taken into consideration when robots are designed and built. Design to endure.**

GM28 Robots may not intentionally:
- Detach Parts (no connection at all to a robot);
- Remove the lids from the containers;
- Damage another robot;
- Tip over another robot;
- Attach themselves to the ramp mesh or framing material;
- Attach themselves to the railings/walls of any field structure.

GM29 Robot Field power will **not** be re-enabled after a match; however, teams may use the tether feature to make any necessary adjustments to the robot in order to release containers or to release from each other. For information on using the tether, please refer to the control system documentation from Innovation First.

GM30 Referees or field staff are not responsible for damage to robots while attempting to retrieve containers. Please design your robot so that retained containers may be released quickly and easily after a match is over.

GM31 The outer field barriers are safety features of the playing field and robots should not be designed to react against them. Reacting is grabbing or using the top of the field borders, the top of the driver stations, the top of the pipes at midfield, and the top of the platform/ramp polycarbonate sides with the intent of supporting a robot or robot part. It is also unacceptable to grab onto or push hard enough against multiple surfaces simultaneously in order to wedge and make immovable a robot. Contact with all of the barriers is acceptable. Pushing a container against a barrier is acceptable if the forces applied are not sufficient to damage the barrier or otherwise deform the playing field. Minor forces associated with activating contact sensors carried by the robots or similar minimal-force contact methods to detect and locate the field barriers are permissible.

GM32 Robots that become entangled in the field barriers, platform/ramp structure or other robots will not be freed until after the match has finished unless the entanglement represents a safety hazard. Any entangled robot may be disabled if a referee deems it necessary.

GM33 During the qualification matches, teams will **not** play any matches back to back, however, it is possible that a team’s scheduled matches could be very close in sequence. Teams should anticipate this situation and be ready for all of their matches.

GM34 The qualification match schedule will be available Thursday evening or Friday morning. This schedule will indicate alliance partners and match pairings. It will also tell the alliance its color, RED or BLUE, for each match. The color is used to determine the placement of each team’s robot, students, and coach around the playing field.
GM35 During the elimination rounds, alliances will have at least four minutes between scheduled matches.

GM36 FIRST reserves the right to randomly re-inspect and reweigh robots during the qualification and elimination phases of the competition.

9.3 Scoring Rules [ SC ]

Reference the 2003 FIRST Field Layout drawing for clarity when reading the scoring rules.

SC1 The referees make all decisions regarding scoring. Referees have the ultimate authority during the competition. THEIR RULINGS ARE FINAL. The referees will not review recordings of the match.

SC2 The “Scoring Zones” for containers are the RED and BLUE carpeted areas.

SC3 The “Scoring Zone” for the robots is the top of the platform.

SC4 The “No Scoring Zones” are the GRAY carpeted areas and the ramps.

SC5 If tape is used along the “Scoring Zone” borders to protect the carpet seams, the lines will be considered part of the scoring zone.

SC6 Final scoring begins when containers and robots come to rest, which should be within 10 seconds after the match ends or upon a referee’s decision. Prior to this, the referees may not see all final positions and cannot make accurate scoring decisions. If, while waiting for objects to come to rest, an object on the field changes position once a match ends and the power is turned off (i.e., a stack tips over or moves in and out of a scoring zone, etc.) and such movement causes a change in the score, the post-movement score is recorded.

SC7 Scoring containers touching the Scoring Zone in front of the RED alliance that meet the conditions in SC8 and SC9, count for the RED alliance. Scoring containers touching the Scoring Zone in front of the BLUE alliance that meet the conditions in SC8 and SC9, count for the BLUE alliance.

SC8 When determining the base score for the alliance, the referees will evaluate the containers with the following criteria:

- A container “in” a Scoring Zone is worth one point. A container will be determined to be “in” a scoring zone if at least some part of the container is touching the colored carpet that defines a scoring zone or is supported exclusively by:
  - Other containers in that zone;
  - An opponent’s robot.
- All containers in the tallest stack located in the scoring zone (the “multiplier stack”) are worth zero points. Containers in additional stacks of the same height will be scored normally;
- If ANY part of your own alliance’s robots are in contact with ANY container in a stack (alone or in a multi-container stack), ALL containers in that stack will be worth zero points;
- Opponent robots in contact with containers in the alliance scoring zone will not affect the determination of the base score;
- A container may touch the field border.

SC9 When identifying the multiplier stack, the referees will base their evaluation on the following criteria:

- Only stacks located “in” a scoring zone (as defined in SC8) are eligible to become multiplier stacks;
• The tallest stack in the alliance scoring zone will be determined to be the multiplier stack. Its height is measured in whole Stack Height Units (SHU) as described previously in Section 7.6;

• If ANY part of an alliance robot is in contact with ANY container in a stack, that stack will not be eligible to be the multiplier stack. In this event, the next-tallest stack will become the multiplier stack;

• There will be only one multiplier stack. If there are multiple stacks of the same height, the redundant stacks will be scored normally as part of the alliance base score;

• Opponent robot contact with a stack will not affect multiplier stack eligibility.

SC10 The alliance match score is determined by multiplying the base score (as determined by SC8) by the height (measured in “whole Stack Height Units”) of the multiplier stack (as determined by SC9).

SC11 Each robot touching only the top of the center platform at the end of the match is worth 25 points. You are not fully on top of the platform if any part of a robot is touching any part of:
- The ramp;
- The field;
- The top or outside of the platform/ramp structure sidewalls;
- Both of the inside platform/ramp structure sidewalls at the same time.

SC12 In the event that a robot is damaged to the point where parts become detached from the robot, the detached parts are not considered when determining whether or not the robot is “on” the platform or “in contact” with a container. In the event that large sections of the robot break apart, the section containing the Robot Controller is considered “the robot.” Any part that is still connected to the robot, no matter how loosely is considered part of the robot.

SC13 A team is declared a no-show if no member of the team is in the alliance station at the start of the match. See SC14 and SC15.

SC14 Qualification Matches
- All teams start each competition event with zero (0) qualification points (QP’s) and accumulate QP’s throughout the qualifying matches.
- Teams that do not show up for a scheduled qualification match will receive zero (0) match points and zero (0) QP’s. Participating teams will receive their match score and QP’s as normal.
- The winner of a match is the alliance with the highest score. In each qualifying match, all teams that participated in the match receive QP’s as follows:
  • Each team in the losing alliance receives their match score in QP’s;
  • Each team in the winning alliance receives their own score plus double the number of match points of the losing alliance in QP’s;
  • If 1 team is disqualified, the match will be played as a 2 on 1 and scoring is as normal;
  • If an entire alliance is disqualified, the other alliance receives double their own score in QP’s;
  • Ties are allowed. In the event of a tie, all 4 teams get the total of the scores of both the RED and BLUE alliances;
  • At the conclusion of all of the qualification matches, teams are ranked by dropping their lowest QP score and averaging the rest. If teams must play an
extra match to balance out the matches in a competition, the score of the extra match and their lowest score are dropped before averaging. Teams will be ranked using the following hierarchy of criteria (in order from most to least important):

1. Highest average qualifying point total;
2. Highest number of matches won during qualification matches;
3. Highest match score;
4. Flip of a coin.

SC15 Elimination Rounds

- All teams start the elimination rounds with zero (0) elimination points (EP’s) and accumulate EP’s throughout the elimination rounds.
- Teams that do not show up for a scheduled match will receive zero (0) match points and zero (0) EP’s. Participating teams will receive their match score and EP’s as normal.
- The alliances play 2 matches. The elimination rounds will be scored exactly like the qualifying matches.
- The winner of a match is the alliance with the highest score. In each elimination match, each alliance will receive EP’s as follows:
  - The losing alliance receives their match score in EP’s;
  - The winning alliance receives their own score plus double the number of match points of the losing alliance in EP’s;
  - If 1 team is disqualified, the match will be played as a 2 on 1 and scoring is as normal;
  - If an entire alliance is disqualified, the other alliance receives double their own score in EP’s;
  - Ties are allowed. In the event of a tie, both alliances get the total of the scores of both the RED and BLUE alliances;
  - The alliance with the highest total score advances to the next round;
  - In case of a tie, one more match is played, whereby the highest score advances. If still tied, another is played and the highest score advances. This repeats until an alliance outscores the other.

9.4 Game Violations [ V ]

V1 Any safety violations during the match, e.g., not wearing safety glasses, is at least 2 minor penalties and increases with the severity of the violation.

V2 All alliance members must remain in the alliance station during play. The human player must remain in the human player area until his/her play is done at which time he/she must return to his/her alliance station. If an alliance member steps out of the alliance station for reasons of personal safety, no penalty will be imposed. If an alliance member inadvertently steps out of the defined driver-station area during a match and it does not affect the outcome of the match, then they will receive a minor penalty.

V3 All alliance members must remain in the alliance station after a match has ended until the referee or field manager signals that the field can be cleared.
Repeated minor infractions will result in increasingly severe penalties. Referees will indicate penalties by throwing down flags color coded to indicate which alliance is being penalized.

- Minor Penalty #1: Warning;
- Minor Penalty #2: Warning;
- Minor Penalty #3: Final warning and disablement for the remainder of the match.

In the qualification matches, the penalties are given to an individual team; in the elimination rounds, the penalties are given to the alliance.

9.5 Disabling Violations [ DA ]

Disabling violations mean that robots will be disabled during a match.

If a referee disables a robot, the robot is turned off for the remainder of the match and any points scored during that match count. Alliance partners may continue to play as normal.

DA1 A referee may disable a robot that has damaged the playing field, barriers, containers or another robot, if the referee feels that further damage is likely to occur. The referees may require a corrective action, such as eliminating a sharp edge, before the robot will be allowed to compete in subsequent matches.

DA2 Robots and/or team members may not contaminate the playing field, containers or another robot with lubricants. If this happens, the robot and/or team member will not be allowed to compete until corrective action has been taken and the head referee gives approval.

DA3 Referees may disable any robot that causes a safety hazard during a match.

DA4 If a robot/robot part goes out-of-bounds (outside of the playing field) to the point that it has to apply force to any out-of-bounds surface to rejoin play, its control system will be disabled. A machine should not be designed to react with an out-of-bounds surface for any reason.

DA5 For safety reasons, no part of a robot may touch the team members. If this occurs, the robot may be disabled.

9.6 Disqualifying Violations [ DQ ]

Disqualifying violations mean that robots will be disqualified after a match.

In the qualification matches, if a referee disqualifies a team, only that team is disqualified. In the elimination rounds, if a referee disqualifies a team, the entire alliance is disqualified.

DQ1 An alliance may not gain points by breaking a rule, even accidentally.

DQ2 If stepping out of the defined driver-station area or reaching into the playing field during a match affects the outcome of the match, then the offending team will be disqualified.

DQ3 Strategies aimed solely at the destruction, damage, tipping over or entanglement of robots are not in the spirit of the FIRST Robotics Competition and are not allowed. Accidental tipping over of a robot is not considered damaging and may be allowed at the discretion of the referees. Intentional stabbing, cutting, etc., is illegal. If a breach of this rule occurs, the alliance will be disqualified for that match. Repeated offenses could result in a team being disqualified from the remainder of the regional competition and/or championship event.
DQ4 Robot wheels, tank-type treads, etc., cannot contain any metal that contacts the carpet. Competing with this type of traction method will result in disablement and disqualification.

DQ5 Deliberately damaging the playing field, controls or containers is strictly illegal and will result in disqualification of your alliance. Robot wheels must not, for example, damage the field carpet. This will be checked during robot inspection at registration on the first event day and throughout the competition. Bunching up or puckering the carpet is considered damage to the field.

DQ6 If any part of your robot damages the carpet or playing field, intentional or not, the referees can disqualify your alliance. Design your robot accordingly.

DQ7 During a match, no team member may intentionally touch any robot, except for reasons of personal safety. If intentional contact is made, the alliance will be disqualified.

DQ8 Team members may not use any remote communication devices, such as air phones, walkie-talkies, etc., at anytime during a FIRST Robotics Competition event. These devices may cause interference to the remote control signals and malfunction of robots. Teams found to violating this rule will be subject to the following penalties:

1. First offense, you will be asked to turn off and store the device;
2. Second offense, the device will be confiscated for the remainder of the event and the offender will not be able to participate in his/her team’s next scheduled match.

Cell phones and pagers are allowed, but not in the Alliance Station. Remote cameras mounted to a robot are also allowed if specific permission is granted by FIRST.

DQ9 A robot may not leave parts or any other items on the field during a match. It must remain whole. This includes elastic bands, Velcro, etc., that may be used to hold arms, etc., in place. If the referee determines that a robot has intentionally detached a part of itself (traumatic detachment caused by collision excluded), the robot will be disabled during the match and disqualified after the match ends.

9.7 Tournament Rules [ T ]

T1 Competition at each FIRST Robotics Competition event is composed of two phases:

- Qualification (Seeding) Matches;
- Elimination Rounds.

The qualification matches are open to all event-registered teams that pass robot inspection. They consist of a series of matches in which teams are randomly allied with each other. Based on the results of the qualification matches, teams are ranked. The top seeded teams automatically qualify to advance to the elimination rounds. Additional teams are chosen as alliance partners by the top-seeded teams and also advance to the elimination rounds.

Qualification (Seeding) Matches

T2 During qualification matches, randomly assigned teams are partnered to form alliances. Alliances last only for the duration of a match. The qualification match schedule will be available Thursday evening or Friday morning.

- At Regional Events, teams will be randomly allied with any other team at the event.
- At The Championship Event, each team is assigned to one of four divisions and participates only with other teams in the same division.
Following the conclusion of the qualification matches, the top ranked teams form alliances and go on to compete in the elimination rounds.

T3 See Section SC14 that describes the scoring during the Qualification Matches.

**Elimination Rounds**

T4 Prior to the start of the elimination rounds, one student member of the highest-seeded team from each alliance must be identified as the alliance captain. She/he cannot delegate her/his captain authority to anyone else once selected. Alliance captains must be part of the field crew for the team. Each alliance captain must wear the “alliance captain designation” supplied by FIRST to indicate his/her special role in the alliance. Alliance captains are responsible for selecting which two of the three alliance teams will compete in each match and they are the final arbiters within the alliance.

T5 Alliances formed for the elimination rounds stay together for the remainder of the event and may not be changed. Each elimination round alliance is composed of three teams. Only 2 teams play in an alliance at a time. **The third team in the 1\textsuperscript{st} match must play in the 2\textsuperscript{nd} match with no exceptions.** Teams should consider the robustness of the robots when picking alliance partners.

T6 **Alliance Selection**

Eight (8) alliances at Regional Events and thirty-two (32) alliances (8 per division) at The Championship Event qualify to advance to the elimination rounds. The alliances are formed as follows:

- **For Regional Events:** From the top eight (8) seeded teams, starting in descending rank order, a pre-college student representative selects an alliance partner from among the remaining un-partnered teams. After all eight teams have selected their first partner, the process repeats and a second partner is selected.

- **For The Championship Event:** Teams are evenly divided up into 4 “divisions.” Within each division, from the top eight (8) seeded teams, starting in descending rank order, a pre-college student representative selects an alliance partner from among the remaining un-partnered teams. After all eight teams have selected their first partner, the process repeats and a second partner is selected.

T7 **Teams may decline an offer when asked to ally for the elimination rounds; however, if a team declines, they are no longer eligible to be chosen as an alliance partner.** In the event that there are not enough eligible teams to complete the number of alliances needed for elimination rounds, teams that have declined may be chosen only after all eligible teams.

T8 **Competing In Elimination Rounds**

Alliances competing in the elimination matches are paired as follows:

- **For Regional Events and the Divisions at The Championship Event:** All series are 2 matches. The alliance led by the 1\textsuperscript{st} seed competes against the alliance led by the 8\textsuperscript{th} seed in a series of quarterfinal matches; the alliance led by the 2\textsuperscript{nd} seed competes against the alliance led by the 7\textsuperscript{th} seed in a series of quarterfinal matches, etc. Winners of the quarterfinal matches compete against each other in a series of semi-final matches. Winners of the semi-final matches compete against each other in a series of final matches with the winning alliance becoming the Regional Champion. **See Figure T-1 below.**
**Figure T-1 Regional and The Championship Divisions**

- For *The Championship Event Championship*: All series are 2 matches. Division Champions compete against each other in a series of semi-final matches. For the semi-finals, the Division Champions will compete against each other based on the divisions they came from and will not be ranked relative to each other. The division pairings will be announced in the future on the FIRST web site after the division names have been finalized. The winners of the semi-final matches then compete in a series of matches with the winning alliance becoming The Grand Champions. *See Figure T-2 below.*

**Figure T-2 Championship Grand Champion**

T9 See *Section SC15* that describes the scoring during the Elimination Rounds.
10 SPECIFICATIONS

10.1 Carpet (playing field)
S. S. Mills, Inc.:
- Brassfield 20, Sapphire Night (Dark Blue)
- Brassfield 20, Pewter (Light Gray)
- Brassfield 20, Festival Red

10.2 Wire Mesh (ramps)
The wire mesh is 1” x 1” copper flashed welded wire mesh available from the McNichols Company. See The Robot for ordering details.

10.3 High Density Polyethylene [HDPE] (top platform)
The top platform is 4’ x 12’ x ½” thick white HDPE.

10.4 White Tape
If tape is used to mark the white tapelines that run from inside of the starting areas to the base of the ramps, it will be Shurtape, PC-628 Premium Grade Tape, Vinyl Coated Cloth, White, 2” wide. If you cannot find this tape, go to:


If FIRST decides to use paint or some other means to indicate these paths, you will be informed in a Team Update.

10.5 Reflexite Retro-Reflective Tape
The tape is 1” wide. The tape is available through MMH Ventures, a NH company that is providing order fulfillment for FIRST special parts. Ordering instructions will be provided in a packet in your Kit of Parts.

10.6 Container – Retro-Reflective Tape Location
The human player containers will display retro-reflective tape. Two (2) 1” x 9” pieces will wrap around two opposite corners with the bottom edge of the tape running along the molding seam that is at the very bottom of the container.